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Who We Are
The Brookline High School 21st Century 
Fund is an incubator for innovation that 
fosters academic success for all students. 
Through courses, programs, forums, and 
research, we support inventive, faculty-led 
initiatives that energize teachers, inspire 
students, and support the excellence of 
BHS.

Mission
Our mission is to empower the BHS faculty 
and community by fostering a culture of 
innovation and supporting the development 
of new ideas and initiatives that will enable 
our students to thrive in the 21st century.

our vision
is for Brookline High School to provide 
an unparalleled education by instilling a 
passion for academic exploration and a 
commitment to innovation.
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deAr friends, 
It has been a breathtaking year, 
full of new activity and incredible 
faculty commitment. 

This year at the 21st Century 
Fund, we supported two ongoing 
programs and launched two new 
ones. We also initiated a new 
program of planning Grants, 
offering faculty short cycle 
funding opportunities. and  
we established the Innovation 
Fellowship, where each year,  
a BHS faculty member has 
unstructured time to pursue 
creative projects of his/her  
own design, sharing a unique 
perspective on innovation with 
fellow faculty members, students, 
and parents. 

all of this mission-driven work 
was supported by powerful 

outreach, 
allowing us to 
connect more 
often and more 
deeply with  
all of you, our 
community.  
We turned our 
Annual Gala into 
a gigantic bowling party, 
welcoming more attendees than 
ever for an evening of fun, food, 
and fundraising. We held a 
Fireside Chat, where our 
inaugural Innovation Fellow,  
Sam Dickerman, talked about 
technology projects he was 
bringing to the classroom.  
Our What’s the Big Idea? 
forum became a three-part, 
participatory series investigating 
“race and Community.”

See what I mean? Takes our 
breath away. and all of it was 
possible because of you, our 
supporters. You bring your 
curiosity, energy, and passion to 
the 21st Century Fund all year. 
You make it possible for academic 
innovation to push the envelope 
and to flourish at Brookline High. 
You are the Fund. Thank you.

Elizabeth Zachos  
Chair, Board of Directors

BoArd of 
directors 
elizabeth Zachos,  

Chair
Jill altshuler,  

Vice Chair
Ted arnstein,  

Treasurer & Clerk

Betty Bagnani
Jenny Czajkowski
Mark Friedman
Will Goldthwait
Susan Hellerstein
Melanie Marcus
Stacey McCarthy 
rosemary Mcelroy
Tracey Mcleod
polly ribatt
Winifred Swan
Maya Wizel

EX-OFFICIO MEMBERS:

Joseph Connolly
Jennifer Fischer-Mueller
Deborah Holman
rebecca Stone
Diana nygren
David Szabo ‘99
Mary Burchenal

EMERITUS MEMBERS:

Wendy Gordon ‘67
Bob lurie
arthur Segel ‘69

BoArd of 
overseers 
Diana nygren,  

Chair

Teresa Chope
Michelle ephraim
Marcia Ferrigno
David Greenstein
lisa Grobstein
ellen Groustra
Genae Johnson
alida Hanson
Mary Mooradian
elena Olson
Olga perelman
Dena Sacco
Sue Sarazen

fund stAff
Stacey Zelbow, Fund 

Director
astrid allen, Program 

Liaison
Gaelen Harrington, 

Program Liaison

BROOKLINE HIGH SCHOOL  
21ST CENTURY FUND

In my role as program liaison, it was a joy to help provide ‘behind the scenes’ support to the BHS 
teachers impacted by the 21st Century Fund. BHS is an incredible place to teach. There is a constant 
“hum” of energy in thinking how we can do better for our students and push them to be more amazing 
than they already are. Through the Fund, teachers can become leaders, as shown by the success of  
the in-house professional development experience provided by CrI, and the subsequent realization of 
the need for a Dean of Faculty, and students can become leaders, through social justice programs and 
the Global leadership academy. and no matter what challenges BHS faces, the 21st Century Fund 
continues to look forward, rallied by parents and supporters of the Fund, tirelessly creating new 
opportunities for the students to shine. 

Gaelen Harrington 
Program Liaison, 2007-2016
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Working to cultivate a healthy school culture that supports 
the well being of BHS students, faculty and parents: 

Through partnerships with Mass General Hospital’s Benson-Henry 
Institute and Mindful Schools, this initiative brings formal training 
in mindfulness and stress-response relaxation methods to BHS 
faculty and students. The goal is to integrate these practices into 
the community’s ways of teaching and learning in order to foster 
and maintain a culture of resiliency. 

S Chool YeAr 2015 -2016  Pro GrAmS

Mindfulness 
initiAtive
elizabeth Gorman, Health and Fitness

Started in 2014 as 
a one-year grant 
that provided time 
for a teacher team 
to research and 
establish the local 
relationships that 
would contribute 
to the Mindfulness 
Initiative the 
following year.

BROOKLINE HIGH SCHOOL  
21ST CENTURY FUND

We are the innovation arm of BhS, a fund for 
students, teachers, school officials, parents, alumni, 
and public school advocates.

Support for the 21st Century Fund is an investment 
in public education. Since its founding in 1998,  
the fund has engaged faculty, students, parents 
and alumni and the community at large to invest  
in the future of Brookline High. Our town’s budget 
finances BHS’ major operational and capital  
needs, but the Fund supports development and 
implementation of innovative curriculum that 
cannot be tested using public dollars. private 
donations play a critical role in the success of  
BHS by making it possible to try new ideas,  
new approaches for facing challenges and for 
seizing opportunities.

If you wish to donate, please visit 
bhs21stcenturyfund.org/donate-online
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Introducing a capstone project 
to senior year:

The epIC program provides students 
with a high quality, hands-on, project-
based senior year experience. With the 
support and guidance of BHS teachers, 
as well as experts and mentors outside 
of the school, students design, execute 
and present their own personal passion 
projects.

SChool Ye Ar 2015 -2016  Pro GrAmS

senior YeAr 
AlternAtive (ePic)*
Stephanie mcAllister-Poon, World History and Ben Berman, English

Started in 2014 as a one-year grant to lay 
groundwork for the current alternative 
senior year program, EPIC offers a 
paradigm shift for many students — 
it requires that students direct their 
own learning, set their own goals, hold 
themselves accountable, reflect on their 
failures, and allow their ideas to evolve 
over a long period of time.

a diverse group of 30 BHS seniors were enrolled in the 2015-2016 year.

BROOKLINE HIGH SCHOOL  
21ST CENTURY FUND

Planning grants are smaller grants (up to $1500) 
for projects to be executed and presented  
within the school year. launched in school year  
2015-2016, this endeavor is designed to provide  
BHS faculty with opportunities for exploring a 
culture of innovation, academic experimentation, 
interdisciplinary collaboration, and engagement 
with ideas beyond BHS.

everyday Science: Design an alternative course 
that incorporates the fundamentals of biology  
and chemistry in a way that helps students make 
connections between these two closely-related 
disciplines. 

FaCulTY: Jill Sifantus, Biology & Barbara 
Weiffenbach, Chemistry and Biology

World language and Culture: Survey teachers 
and students to see how more authentic cultural 
experiences can be brought into the World 
language curriculum. 

FaCulTY: rachel eio, World Languages

Developing a Global leadership Pathway: 
planning for a Global leadership competency-
based pathway for BHS students. The idea is to 
develop an academy-type approach that students 
could select after their 9th grade year. It would 
have a global focus, including international 
relations, international economics/business, 
international diplomacy and human rights. The 
course would enable students to have coursework 
and extracurricular experiences that focus on 
global education, as well as a possible capstone 
experience with the idea of earning a Global 
leadership pathway certificate before graduating. 

FaCulTY: Ben Karhl, Social Studies
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“EPIC has taught 
me more about myself 

than any other class
I have taken.

”
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Energizing and training teachers across all disciplines to engage 
in the urgent issue of improving students’ literacy skills in all 

content areas:
The CrI is committed to enhancing the subject-specific literary 
skills of all students at Brookline High School. To accomplish 

this CrI teams meet weekly to reflect on best 
practice, experiment with new approaches to teaching 
literacy, and share that learning with our colleagues 
to encourage more explicit and effective literacy 
instruction school-wide.

SChool Ye A r 2015 -2016  Pro GrAmS

content 
reAding 
initiAtive
Jenee ramos, English
Department Teacher leaders: mary Angione, 
Chemistry; Julie Padgett, math; Shelley Stevens, 
Speech/Language Pathologist

Over the course of the 

program, 36 teachers 

were trained to make 

adjustments to their 

teaching practice in 

order to incorporate 

explicit subject-specific 

literacy practices.

Started in 2012, 
with four years of 
seed funding.

BROOKLINE HIGH SCHOOL  
21ST CENTURY FUND

A history of the Fund’s Programs

Over the years, the Fund has supported 
programs in a variety of areas:

unDerServeD pOpulaTIOnS aT BHS

Medical Interpretation and Translation (2012) 
arts Infusion lab (2008) 
Family partnership program (2007) 
african-american & latino Scholars program 
    (2003) 
BHS Tutorial (2002)

FaCulTY paSSIOn anD InSpIraTIOn

Innovation Summit (2011, 2014) 
Headmaster action plan (2013) 
Content reading Initiative (2012) 
Tripod project/Critical Friends (2003) 
Teachers Mentoring Teachers (2000)

InTerDISCIplInarY COurSeS/ 
neW CurrICuluM

epIC (2014, 2015) 
Drawing for understanding in Field Science (2013) 
perspectives of a Mathematical Mind (2012) 
Global leadership (2010) 
Social Justice leadership program (2007) 
engineering By Design (2006) 
Good Citizen in a Good Society (2001)

SCHOOl-WIDe prOGraMS

Mindfulness Initiative (2014, 2015) 
BHS Writes (2010) 
The Ithaka advisory program (2008) 
political literacy (2008) 
CyberCitizens (2001)
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“Getting students to ask 
themselves questions while reading 

[was a huge takeaway].

”
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Dissolving the artificial boundary 
between arts and science:

In this interdisciplinary course, students 
build scientific knowledge about 
their immediate environment through 
observational drawing and field research. 
using the principles of visual design and 
scientific investigation, 
students communicate 
their scientific 
knowledge to 
others through 
visually powerful 
images and forms.

SChool Ye Ar 2015 -2016  Pro GrAmS

drAWing for 
understAnding  
in field science
Jill Sifantus, Biology & 
Donna Sartanowicz, Visual Arts/Drawing

BROOKLINE HIGH SCHOOL  
21ST CENTURY FUND

Program Spending Budget

Planning Grants ............................................................$3,400

Innovation Fellow ...................................................... $40,000

Drawing for Understanding in Field Science ............ $40,800

EPIC (Senior Year Alternative) ...................................$46,500

Mindfulness Initiative .................................................$52,300

Content Reading Initiative ........................................ $137,900

TOTAL........................................................ .$320,900
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The Innovation Fellow serves as a catalyst 
for innovation in the BHS community by 
sparking interdisciplinary conversation 
and collaboration among faculty, seeking 
out examples of innovation that could be 
adapted for BHS, and working with BHS 
administration and the Fund to support 
innovation 
projects and 
ideas at the 
high school.

S Chool YeAr 2015 -2016  
ProGrAmS

innovAtion 
felloW
Sam Dickerman , World History

Inaugural Year of Catalyzing Innovation 
within and among the BhS Faculty:

as the 2015-16 Innovation Fellow, Sam 
Dickerman worked on four projects, 
leveraging his background as a software 
developer.

The first was a web site to help students make 
their way through the research process. Sam 
built a database-driven application that allows 
students to plan their research question, 
record their sources, take notes on those 
sources, and organize an outline for writing 
a paper. Sam’s 9th grade students recorded 
almost 500 sources and took over 2000 
notes. Student feedback was very positive.

a second project was created in response 
to requests from the school Dean Teams. 
each spring, rising Juniors apply to be Junior 
Mentors in the coming year’s Freshman 
advisory. There are often over 200 applicants 
for 80 or so spots. The dean’s teams ask 
teachers to provide feedback on the character 
and reliability of the applicants to help identify 
who should get the position, often a very 
cumbersome process. Sam created a web site 
that used historical Canvas data to present 
teachers with known students, enabling a 
very fast and easy way to rate students and 
leave feedback. The 10th grade dean’s team 
then had access to the tabulated and sortable 
results in real time, with positive results. 

The third project was inspired by the 
discussion of bias that has been part of 
the national and local debate this year. The 

idea would be to take in student work from 
Canvas and show it to the teacher without 
identifying whose work it is. This would make 
grading easier for teachers (to grade all the 
answers to a single test question at a time for 
example) but would also eliminate bias (of all 
sorts) that a teacher might have regarding a 
student. It is hoped that this can be rolled out 
to the community next year.

The fourth project was in response to 
the issues raised by technology in the 
classroom. phones and laptops both draw 
students’ attention away from the group 
and inhibit important communication and 
learning. Yet digital devices are a way of 
capturing data that can be valuable. using 
a small microprocessor, a battery and an 
accelerometer, Sam created a plastic cube 
that is essentially, a digital input device which 
students can turn to different colored sides, 
reporting its orientation to “the cloud.” He 
created six working prototypes and wrote the 
software that runs on the cubes, and hopes 
next year to receive a pTO grant to build a full 
class set of cubes. aside from simple uses like 
polling the class on a given question, students 
have also identified ways of using this device, 
such as creating a discussion queue system so 
that students can manipulate their cubes to 
get in line to participate. This would allow the 
students to regulate their own debates and 
discussions without having to be call upon. 
The possibilities are very exciting!
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“I would like to thank 
the 21st Century Fund 
for providing me with 
the opportunity to try 

out all of these fun 
ideas. I never would 
have had the time to 
play around without 
their generous, year-

long support!” — Sam

Feb 29, 2016: 
Fireside Chat 
with the 
Innovation 
Fellow
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SChool YeAr 2015 -2016  eVeNTS

WhAt’s the Big ideA?

BROOKLINE HIGH SCHOOL 
21ST CENTURY FUND

What’s the Big Idea? Forum

This year’s Forum topic was Race and Community 
— Seeing the World Through a Diff erent Lens. 
a series of three events brought together students, 
parents, teachers and experts for this important 
discussion. The BHS 21st Century Fund presented 
the series in collaboration with the Brookline 
Department of Diversity, Inclusion, and Community 
relations; the Brookline Community Foundation; 
Steps to Success; the Brookline MeTCO program; 
the Brookline Interactive Group; and members of 
the BHS faculty. 

MarCH 17, 2016
COuraGeOuS COnverSaTIOnS: 
STuDenT vOICeS On lIFe aT BHS

Students shared their stories in the parent-oriented 
take on the Day of Courage.

aprIl 4, 2016
raCIal eQuITY In eDuCaTIOn

The speaker panel featured Susan naimark, 
consultant and author of The Education of a White 
Parent, and Maanav Thakore, associate Director at 
the Interaction Institute for Social Change

MaY 4, 2016
WOrlD CaFe: 
a DISCuSSIOn OF raCe In 
BrOOKlIne

Students, educators, parents, 
community members, and Town 
offi  cials came together in a 
collaborative way to identify 
challenges we face as a town 
around race, and try to identify 
action steps we can take to 
address them. 
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SChool YeAr 2015 -2016  eVeNTS
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MAnY 
thAnks to 
our donors!

$10,000 and Above

anonymous Donor
Jill & David altshuler
alison & edward 

arnstein
valerie & Mark Friedman
Kochi Foundation
Melanie Marcus & Chris 

leonard
Stacey & Dan McCarthy
Tracey Mcleod & 

Kwame Morris
rachel Somer & Jean-

Francois Formela
Julie Wulf & Kurt 

McCracken

$5,000 - $9,999

Betty & David Bagnani
Courtney Church & 

William a. Goldthwait
Jenny & John 

Czajkowski

Susan Hellerstein & John 
Triedman

rosemary & Mike 
Mcelroy

Jean & Bryan Olson
andrea roberts & Marc 

Foster
Winnie Swan & David 

Greenstein
Maya & Iftach Wizel of 

a.n.H. Holdings, ltd.
elizabeth Zachos & alex 

anmahian

$1,000 - $4,999

Helen Charlupski & 
Joseph Biederman

Teresa & Douglas Chope
The Colony Group, llC
Terrell & Don Cox
laurel & Mark Crawford
Sam & Kha Dickerman
Chandlee Dickey & 

lawrence panych

Susan & Joseph Ditkoff
Deborah Dowd & 

Charles Walsh
Michelle ephraim & Marc 

rysman
Sarah Gagan & George 

Sopel
elizabeth & roberto 

Goizueta
lisa & Greg Grobstein
ellen & pete Groustra
alida & Tim Hanson
nanette abuhoff 

Jacobson & Daniel 
Jacobson

Genae Johnson & James 
Collins, Jr.

Holly & Jerome Kampler 
‘80

nada Despotovich Kane 
& Steven Kane

Joanne liautaud & 
Theodore Maclean

lisa lisi & Ziad Ghafour
laetitia & Stephen Mead
Mary & James 

Mooradian
Diana Cheren nygren & 

anthony nygren

elena Olson & robert 
Gerszten

Olga & lev perelman
Donna & peter pertel
nancy pronovost
paige Scott reed & 

Chris reed
roberta ribatt
Judi ross & edward 

Zuker ‘65
Dena Sacco & Daniel 

rosen
Susan & Scott Sarazen
Firouzeh Soufi-Shahbazi 

& Kamran Shahbazi
rachel Kangisser Sher & 

philip Sher
victoria Skoler
Kimberly Smith & adam 

Kahn
robert Sprague
Stacey Zelbow & Will 

provost

$500 - $999

Irene abrams & 
Jonathan Solomon

nancy Blumberg & Mark 
Weinstein

elizabeth Bolgiano & 
peter Jacobs

Marla Choslovsky & paul 
Greenberg

Karin & George Cole
patrick Flynn
Marilyn & Calvin B. 

Gross ‘52
Mary Beth & raul 

Guzman
Margaret & reza 

Hakimian
Hammond residential 

real estate
Deborah S. Jacobs & 

peter Sacks
Shulamit Kahn & Kevin 

lang
Christina Klein & Carlo 

rotella
nicole & David lapidus
Dana & David lazowski
Kathleen Mann
Julita Mir & ricardo 

Munarriz
Jan & Josh nagler
lisa & David nurme
Kristen O’Brien
Mark O’Brien
pam & Jeff palmucci
Jonathan penn
Katie rae & Zen Chu
nancy roberts ‘55 & 

edward roberts
alison & lloyd 

rosenthal
Farla & Massimo russo
anne Short & andrew 

Briney
rebecca Stone
emily Miles Terry & 

David Terry
ann velenchik & Tom 

Downes
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$100 - $499

pamela abrams
ann abrams
nancy adams & John 

Burgess
Jody adams & Ken 

rivard
Gabriela artavia & 

Christopher O’Brien
Carol axelrod & edward 

DeFranceschi
Sandra Bakalar ‘51 & 

David Bakalar
Tania Baker & neal 

lerner
Susan Balogh & Joel 

Solomon
Stacey & David Batista
Kristen Battite ‘85 & eric 

Battite
Beacon Family Dental
Julie Bell
June Binney & richard 

Sheola
Kathryn Block
Shawn Bohen
Julia Bojanowski
Sushma Boppana & Ken 

Hertz
Catherine Breen
Mary Broderick
nancy neiman Brown & 

Darrell Brown
Julie & Clarke Bruno
pauline Ho Bynum ‘93
ellen & richard Calmas
erica Caplan
linda Carlisle & robert 

Mast
alice & Chris Carpenter
Daniela Caruso & Silvio 

Micali
Joan Casey
Mark Chadbourne
effie Chan & Dan 

rabinovitz

elizabeth Childs & ralph 
Grieco

Karen Mei Chin
Margaret Chu-Moyer & 

Mike Moyer
Cristin Clarke & Greg 

priebe
Sandra & Samuel 

Comerchero
Jessica Conaway & 

Simon van leeuwen
anabela Costa & Jeff 

Frieden
abigail Cox ‘87 & Chad 

Cox
lisa Cummings & luis 

lobon
Sandra Dabora & David 

Simon
elizabeth Dalbeck
Judi Darrow & Michael 

Siegel
aliza T. Dash & nicholas 

Salzman
Sara & Kurt Dassel
laura Cosen-Binker & 

Marcelo Binker
alexei Degterev

Tatiana Dimitriades & 
Jonathan Bass

pamela Dipiro & Stewart 
Silvestri

emily Dolbear & paul 
Willen

Melody & David 
Dorfman

Mark Dorfman
John Douglass
Dorothy Dowling & 

Stephen Condon
Cyndi Drake & Jeff 

Browning
June & laurent 

Duchesne
Cynthia (Yung) elcock 

‘80 & John elcock
abigail & Kenneth 

elmore
Subhadra england
elizabeth & Christopher 

erdman
Kathleen erwin
Marcia Ferrigno & Myrna 

Solomon
Karen & David Firestone
Cathy & Jennifer 

Fischer-Mueller

Carole (Zelbow) Flegel 
& Jason Flegel

Jonathan Florman
aynsley Floyd
arlene Fortunato
ruth Fretts & ralph 

Kelly
Michele (Grusby) 

Friedler ‘75 & William 
Friedler

Ginny & James 
Friedman

Deborah Fellman 
Gandre & robert 
Gandre

Jennifer & Sidhu 
Gangadharan

Kathleen Gardner & 
richard Whitehead

nancy & Steven Gerber
Carol Gladstone & 

Benjamin Whipple
Susan Goldstein
lisa & Marc Goodheart
pamela Goodman & 

Michael Shwartz
Tanuja & Sriram Gopal
laura Green & David 

Golan ‘05
Jan Steven Greenberg 

‘69
Stefanie Greenfield & 

Mark allen
Jennifer & Marc Grella
Isabel & alexander 

Griffin
Karlyn & peter Grimes
alan Grossman ‘75
Monique Hamze
Gaelen Harrington
eve & rob Harris
pamela Hartzband & 

Jerome Groopman
Deborah & Ira Heffan
arichaya & Osmin 

Hernandez
Kristin Hicks

Martha & Christopher H 
Higgins

Brenda Hochberg & 
David Dalgarno

Sonia Hofkosh & 
Jonathan Hulbert

Deborah Holman
Diane & ralph Hopkins
Sheila Hopkins
Betsy & edward Jacobs 

‘70
Shirley & John Jacobson 

‘52
Georgia & Bruce 

Johnson
Marjorie (Zitter) Kahn 

‘59 & edward Kahn
Marina Kalb & David 

Feinberg
Francie Karlen
priscilla Karnovsky

Gillian Katz-Wies & 
Selwyn Wies

Samara Kaufman & 
peter levin ‘60

Judy & earle W. Kazis
pamela Kellogg & 

Stephen porter
Karen Kepler
Sarah & roger 

Kitterman
Susumu & Ikei Kobayashi
Mini & Surya Kolluri
Fran Kuehn
alison Kulkarni
Sylvia Kay Kuzman & 

Blair David Crawford
Kristina lamarre
Michele lamont & Frank 

Dobbin
Toni & peter lansbury
Stephen lantos ‘80
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Joshua leader
Jody leader & paul 

Mclean
Judith Seigel leichtner 

& alan leichtner
Julie leitman & Charlton 

Macveagh
Deborah levey & Crispin 

Weinberg
patricia & Michael lewitt
Joanna lieberman
Deborah M. lindeman
alice & Dave lucey
Barbara ludeke & 

Michael Mathison
Donna luff & Gareth 

parry
Mai & Stephan 

MacDougall
Sarah & Bill Madsen 

Hardy
Jennifer & Scott 

Mahoney
rinku & Seb Maitra
Beth & Kenneth Mandl
Charlotte Mao & Michael 

Brown
roxanne Martinez

Wendy pannebaker 
Matthews

amy Mayer & David 
Jack

Ola & robert Mayer
linda McClain & James 

Fleming
nancy & robert 

McCreary
abigail McGuire
rabbi Bernard H. 

Mehlman
Judy Meyers & Mark 

pasternack
Karen Miller & Craig 

Bunnell
Helaine (aronson) Miller 

‘51
Carole Mitnick
lisa & Devraj Mohanty
ricki Morell & John 

Hechinger
Jane Morgenstern
Jean Morrison & James 

lawford anderson
William Moss ‘01
Frances Sykes Moyer & 

Ben Moyer
Gricel & peter Moyer

particia & Blake Munson 
‘55

Jill Myers
ruth & norman a. 

neiberg ‘45
Scott newman
laura & Bill O’Brien
eileen O’Grady
Sandra park
Benjamin partan ‘93
Kate & Steve patterson
lisa pemstein & David 

Krantz
elvira perez & Marco 

Castelli
Bianca peskin
Jane piercy & edward 

Keenan
adele pike & John F 

Hodgman
Dorothy pizzella & 

Charles Baker
Deborah polansky & eric 

putnoi
Catherine & Steven 

popell ‘56
Michal & David 

preminger
Sarah & Thomas reed 

‘76
David & victoria 

register
Danna remen & Jeffrey 

Feldgoise
Danielle (Zuckerman) 

rizika ‘87 & robert 
rizika ‘84

ellen & adam rizika
Maria & Christopher 

roche
Ian & Jennie roffman
elissa rogovin ‘81
Susan & Joe rothstein
Cindy & Martin rowe
rachel rubin
Judah rubin ‘50

Gladys & Cesar ruiz
Helle Sachse & Wolfram 

Goessling
Megan Sandel & John 

ross
Donald l. Saunders ‘52
Mary Scott & John 

Dempsey
Barbara Scotto
Steve Segarra
enid (Greenberg) 

Shapiro ‘42
Jordan & Brian 

Shaughnessy
Jackie Shoback & 

andrew Bernstein
Shanna Shulman & Mark 

Barer
Sherry & robert S. 

Shulman
Holly & robert Shuman 

‘66

Martha Sibert
Silicon valley 

Community 
Foundation

rebecca & arthur 
Sneider

lynda & richard M. 
Snider ‘60

rena Sokolow & John T. 
anderson

rebecca Morse 
Steinfield & Frank 
Steinfield

Susanna Stern & Felipe 
pait

Jean (Hayward) Stewart 
‘52

Janet Stotsky ‘77
Sara Stoutland & eric 

Hazen
Susan & David Sturman

Johanna “ank” 
Stuyfzand & pieter 
Wolters

Julia Sue & Walter 
Blattler

Christina & robert Suh
Karen & Scott Sutton
Wendy Swart & evan 

Grossman
Miyuki Tachibana & Mark 

Miller
Marilyn Tressel & 

edward page
KC Turnbull & Daniel 

Bergman
anne Turner & Harry 

Bohrs
nyna urovitch & David 

Williams
alice vincent & randall 

lauffer
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anjini virmani & neil 
Bhattacharyya

Douglass Walker
Tara & Todd Washburn
Marcia Werchol
Sharyn Joy Whitman
victoria M. Whitney
Mona & Martin Wiener
Kendra & peter Wilde
Faith Williams ‘72 & 

David e. Holliday
Jane & James Wilson
Beth & Jonathan 

Winickoff
pamela Wolf & leo 

Sorokin
Shelly & alan Zelbow

$1 - $99

laura alspaugh
Jennifer anderson & 

Dino Teddyputra
naomi & Boaz arbel
Dianne & Christopher 

arico-Muendel
Sharon Bak
Jacqueline Baum & 

Stanley eigen
Danit Ben-ari & Thomas 

Marton
nicole & Kenneth 

Bernstein ‘56
Caroline Bicks & 

Brendon reay
Svetlana & Matthew 

Bivens
Saul Brightman ‘51
Deborah & phil Budden
Joni & rami Burstein
Mercedes Calkins
Meg Chute & Daniel 

Jamous
Julia Clarkson
Maureen Coffey & eric 

Schwartz

Mr. & Mrs. David Cohen
Susan Cohen & Fred a. 

Taub
Jennifer & John Crowley 

‘81
Stephanie & Craig 

Cubell
Wendy Darland & 

Suzanne Farman
paul Dennehy
Helen Dlichatsios & 

anastassios pittas
Margot Donohue & 

Domenic Fronsaglia
Stacey & Brendan 

Downey
Joan (Moskovitz) 

Druckman ‘58 & 
richard Druckman

Marla Dubin & Jason 
Kravitz

Johanna & Gerry Dwyer
Harriet (Mirkin) eckstein 

‘51
Jill edelson
leslie & Ilene epstein
Judith Ferber & Gary D 

altman

pamela & peter 
Friedman

Cherie & Stephan 
Gaehde

palmira (Dellamano) 
Gall ‘51 & Charles Gall

Joelle Garfi & David vos
Maria & Clifton 

Georgaklis
Sue & James Gilzow
Tracy & Scott Gladstone
David Gladstone
Barbara (levine) Glaser 

‘46 & Tony Glaser ‘44
nechama Goldberg
Jennifer & Ken 

Goldsmith
Beverly & andrew 

Goldstein
paul Greer ‘97
Jerry Halperin ‘65
Donalda J. (Morrison) 

Hingston ‘64
laura & Joshua Howe
alicia Hsu & phillip 

Chernin
Yasuyo Iguchi & William 

McCormick

Kristine Kaczor
Mary Beth Kantz & 

David Silva
ruth (Freidson) Kavesh 

‘47
Marjorie nathanson 

Keeler ‘60 & Theodore 
Keeler

Barbara Kelley ‘49
Janet Kosloff & Deborah 

Sheehan
Mara Krechevsky & 

Steven lipsitt ‘76
Susan & Whitfield 

larrabee
victoria longino
Kimberly McCall
Michael Mcnamara
Karen & Michael 

Mcnamara
Kathleen McShane & 

Michael peters
evonne Meranus
Jennifer & Tom Meyer
Yasuko nagasaka
Jean Wilner noel & 

randa reitman

laura & Justin O’Shea
Tanya & Joshua paris
Bernard plovnick
vinay prabhakar
xinping (xp) ren
Sarah robinson ‘74 & Sal 

D’agostino
Sue (Marcus) rodman 

‘46
alina roytberg
lawrence a. ruttman 

‘48
visakha & Sam 

Samaraweera
elisabetta Sassaroli & 

Daniel Hogenboom
ruth & norman Spack 

‘61
Kathleen & Thomas J. 

Sullivan ‘72
David Szabo ‘99
Sigrid (lemlein) Tishler 

‘56 & peter Tishler

Jeanne Traxler & robert 
Goisman

Tatyana vatkin
Zhi Qiang Wang & ren 

Wei ping
norma J. Wasser ‘47
lois (Spiegel) Weber ‘61
Heidi Kirsten Wells & 

Steven Shaffer
Carol Yassinger & lloyd 

Mahler


